SeaCare™ Ship-Kit Management Program for Container Refrigeration Units.

The Global Ship-Kit Management Solution enables you to save time and money, and streamlines your business. With Ship-Kit Management, parts used to repair reefer incidents at sea will be replaced quickly at a cost-effective price. Service Centers at strategic ports around the globe cover your full kit needs including inventory, delivery, removal, and storage.

### How You Can Benefit from Ship-Kit Management
- Delivery of spare parts, including refrigerant
- Delivery, collection, and storage of parts kits
- Removal of consumed or faulty parts
- Inventory of kits on board vessel
- Collection and credit for parts with core value
- Warranty filing for repairs carried out on vessel
- Guaranteed pricing for parts and service
- One central point of contact for all vessel deliveries
- Global management of the entire supply chain
- Centralized invoicing – one invoice per month
- Knowledgeable technical assistance
- Services tailored to specific customer needs
- Less administrative burden

### Management Information System
- One location for all spare parts data
- View past reefer incidents by vessel or voyage
- View and track all kits on all vessels
- View compiled data on all reefer incidents

### Service Center Network
- Large stocks of all reefer parts
- Familiar with port activities located in major ports

### Continuous Technical Support
- 24/7 technical support
- Incident Report Writer (IRW) software for more efficient technical support
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